"FRAGMENTA REGALIA"	Si
"BEWARE OF THE GIPSEY."
A notorious anecdote examined,
In " Fragtnenta Regalia. Written by Sir Robert Naunton Master of the Court of Wards. Printed
Anno Dom, 1641" appeared a story which has been so often and so uncritically echoed that it must
be repeated once more, to be dispassionately considered.1 In Naunton's account of Thomas Earl of
Sussex, his " good service" in Ireland is disposed of without any reference to his position as Lord
Deputy and Lord Lieutenant; and there is not one word about his subduing the English Rebellion
of 1569, and averting the Spanish invasion which was then intended under Don Fernando, Duke of
Alba.
Sussex is described by Naunton as " goodly gentleman, . . . brave and noble, . . . true
and constant to his friends and servants," chiefly in order to emphasise an "antipathy in his
nature to that of Leicester," and " continuall opposition " to Leicester at Court:
" For my Lord of Sussex was of a great spirit and could not brooke the other's empire; in so
much as the queene upon sundry occasions had somewhat to do to appease and atone them, until
death parted the competition, and left the place to Leicester."
What the occasions were, and on what questions Leicester and Sussex clashed, Sir Robert does
not vouchsafe to explain; but ends with a talc that Sussex " in his last sickness, gave this caveat to
his friends: ' I am now passing into another world, I must leave you to your fortunes and the
Queen's grace and goodness; but beware of the gipsey (meaning Leicester) or he will be too hard
for you all; you know not the beast as well as I do.'"
Had this been compared with Sussex's authentic utterances, it would long since have been
recognised as not in his manner; and it might also have been noticed that these alleged " friends"
are not named, and that there is nothing to show where Naunton, writing half a century after Sussex's
death, picked up this story. Furthermore, even if Sussex actually alluded to some "gipsey," the
suggested identification with Leicester is singularly inappropriate: Leicester being fair-complexioned,
with grey eyes, and as unlike in appearance as in habits to a " gipsey."
That Sussex had been a strong advocate for Queen Elizabeth's French marriage, whereas
Leicester was only tardily persuaded by Burghley to approve of it, we have already seen (E.E. Vol.
IV, pp. 153-154). But Naunton's account of Leicester is strangely malevolent, considering that he owed
his own first advancement at the Court to Leicester's stepson.
These "Fragments. Regalia," though written long after the deaths of the noblemen
concerned, have coloured nearly all modern interpretations of the great Elizabethans; who are judged
less by what they wrote of themselves and of each other than by Naunton's quips. A genuine
reference by Sussex to Leicester, when Sussex was in the throes of his last illness, and knew himself
to be dying, we will now see in his Will, his wording of which is conspicuously unlike the crude
style ascribed to him by Naunton.
This Will was drawn up ist April, 25th Eliz: (1583), with codicil of May 2ist; and Sussex died
9th June, after a very long illness. It was passed for probate I5th November 1585. The
1" Fragmenta Regalia, Memoirs of Elizabeth and her Court and Favourites. By Sir Robert Naunton,
Secretary of State to King James the First. A new edition . . . the text collated with the
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